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• EDITABLE in PowerPoint .pptx and Google Slides file format
• Printable for 8.5” x 11” letter-size paper, landscape orientation
• A view-only file of the library center sign can be posted in a
closed virtual or remote learning environment, i.e. Google
Classroom, SeeSaw, etc.

• EDITABLE in Google Docs and Microsoft Word .docx file formats
and aligned with standards for 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades.
• Includes AASL National School Library Standards for Learners
(2018), National Common Core Standards, and Pennsylvania (PA)
Core ELA Standards

1. This library center product is designed to be used with elementary

students in an in-person library class, but it can also be used for remote
and/or virtual lessons. The Pennsylvania School Librarians Association
nominates books in 4 categories, and then allows Pennsylvania students
to decide which one wins in each category. More information can be
found at: https://www.psla.org/pennsylvania-young-reader-s-choiceawards-program.
2. For an online lesson, you can edit the center signs to meet your

needs and export a single slide or save the whole PowerPoint
presentation as a PDF file. Then post the PDF file according to the
directions below.
3. During face-to-face or hybrid instruction, edit and print out the

PowerPoint slides you want to use on 8.5” x 11” letter-size paper. Then
add the printed center sign to your center table with a basket or bin of
the current year’s book nominations.
4. I recommend a Google Form to collect student votes, but there is a

printable ballot included as well. Even if you use digital voting, though,
students might like the ballot for tracking which books they have read
and what rating they gave each one.
5. Terms of Use – This product is copyrighted by Collette J. / Mrs. J in

the Library. By downloading this free resource, you are
receiving a one-user license, and you MAY NOT share these
files with others. Feel free to edit any of the TEXT (not graphic)
content according to your needs.
6. Graphics Terms of Use – This product was created using licensed
graphics from several graphics/clipart artists (listed on last page). It is a
violation of copyright law to “lift” or remove the graphics for other
purposes. To obtain your own license, visit the artists’ websites.
7. Want more practical tips and inspiration for your library? Sign

up for my email newsletter, and I’ll send you helpful blog posts,
resources, and occasional product news right to your inbox!

1. If you want to edit the any of the lesson materials, I recommend

keeping the “original” and making a copy for your edited version.
2. Watch the YouTube video below to set the permissions for your edited

files in Google Drive. Please be respectful of copyright law and the
time I put into my products, and DO NOT SHARE this product with
others or outside of a closed learning platform (i.e. Google Classroom).

3. If you are posting it as an assignment, add the Library Center sign

as an attachment from your Google Drive. Set the permissions for
these files to: “Students can view.”
4. You can write your own directions, or you could just say

“click to open” if you have included your own video directions. I
like to use Emojipedia to add emojis in the title and description more
colorful and fun.
5. Add a link to your library website, databases, or related online

resources if you are using the extra activity choices.
6. Finally, post your assignment in Google Classroom (or multiple

Google Classrooms, if you want).

